INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite p-group, and M a finitely generated ZG-lattice (i.e., M is a Z-torsion free ZG-module). Define the following invariant of M: y,(M) = IGI rk,MG -rk,M, where MC EM denotes the submodule of invariants. A well-known result due to Nakayama and Rim (see [Nl, N2, R] ) states that M is projective if and only if @(G, M) = 0 for two consecutive integers (note y,(M) = 0). On the other hand, a result due to Kuo [K] shows that for the trivial module Z, fi2'(G, Z) # 0 tli~ Z (note that yG(Z) = IGI -1 > 0).
In this note we will show that the results above are special cases of certain cohomological behaviour determined by the sign of the integer y,(M). We have THEOREM 2.4. If G is a finite p-group and M a RG-lattice, then one of the following must hold In particular we obtain a generalization of the projectivity criterion The method consists of analyzing the Euler characteristic of a partial minimal resolution of A4 over ZG, which enables us to compare y,(M) with dim fi'(G, M) @ IF,.
MINIMAL

RESOLUTIONS
Let G be a finite p-group, and M a ZG-lattice; from the work in [S] , the notion and existence of a minimal projective resolution for M is welldefined. ' 
Prooj
We recall that for an lF,G-module N # 0, N, = N/IN (the coinvariants) must be non-zero when G is a p-group. This is merely the dual statement of the fact that NC # 0. If N = M,, then in particular MC # 0, as M, maps onto (M,),.
Choose x1, . . . , xk E M liftings of generating classes for M, and define a G-map 4: (ZG)k + A4 in the obvious way. By construction coker dG = 0, hence coker 4 is @-torsion. Let P = & '(qM) E (ZG)k, where we assume that q(coker 4) = 0. Then P is projective because (ZG)k/P is $-torsion, and 4 maps P onto qM2 M. From the fact that MC@ IF,2 (M,),, we conclude that k = dim(M,),, and k ICI is the minimal E-rank for any projective module covering M. Now note that (M,), 2 (M,*)G, hence for a minimal projective resolution P, of M, we have shown that rkP,= ICI dim H'(G, M,*).
Using the above and successive dimension-shifting we deduce that the resolution P, is minimal if and only if rkP, = lG( dim H"(G, IV,*). Here K,, + , = ker 6, = Q"+ i(M), the usual minimal dimension-shift of M.
' By definition a resolution '.. + P, d. P,_, --t + P, --t M + 0 is minimal if P, is a projective of minimal rank mapping onto ker 6, ~, for all n > 0.
Proqf. Taking Euler characteristics, we find (-l)nrkZK,+I +rk,M= i (-l)'rk,P; 
Proof: Part (1) follows from the rational splitting QMz QM" @ QPM'. For (2), note that if P is projective, then y,(P) = 0 and use (1).
For ( We will now show that the sign of y,(M) determines cohomological non-vanishing for M. The fact that it is a rational invariant makes this somewhat unexpected. We have Proof: Assume y,(M) >O; then M is not projective, and from 1.2 we deduce that for n odd, 0 < y,(M) <dim H"' '(G, M)p. Using M* instead of M we thus obtain fiZi( G, M) # 0 for all i E B.
For (2), we simply dimension-shift and use (1) and 2.1(2). For (3), assuming M not projective, we can apply 1.2 to deduce and so k'(G. M) # 0 for all i E Z. The remaining situation is when M is projective and hence cohomologically trivial. 1
A well-known cohomological criterion for the projectivity of a HG-lattice (G a p-group) is that fi'(G, M) = 0 for two consecutive values of i. We derive the following generalization of this result: THEOREM 2.5. Let G be a finite p-group and M a ZG-lattice. Then the following three statements are equivalent
(1 ) A4 is projective The special case of M = Z in 2.4( 1) was described by Kuo [K] . If M is not Z-torsion free, but is a finite abelian p-group instead, then it tits into a short exact sequence 0 + Q + 0" ZG -+ M -+ 0 where Q is a ZG-lattice. Clearly yG( Q) = 0, whence we obtain the well-known result that either M is cohomologically trivial, or fi'(G, M) # 0 for all i E Z. EXAMPLE 2.6. Let G be a finite 2-group, and 2 a sign twist of Z. Then yG(z)= -1 and we obtain fizf+r(G, t)#O for a11 iEZ. 
Thus we obtain We can think of 7 as a homomorphism R,(G) --+ H. Rationalizing, yG = 0 corresponds to a hyperplane in R,(G) 0 Q z Q"'-"MP"+ ' (i.e., vectors orthogonal to (1, . . . . 1, -(p'~ ' + . . . +p + 1)) after suitably arranging the basis) and JJ~<O, yc>O to half-spaces below and above it. Hence for G = (Z/p)*, ~~ (44) is determined by the ratio of the number of non-trivial irreducibles in QM to the number of trivial ones. Of course a similar result can be written down for any abelian p-group using CM instead of QM and the one-dimensional representations over C.
FINAL REMARKS
For the sake of completeness we would like to point out that our methods can also be used to obtain information about the uswptotic cohomological behaviour of finite p-groups. For example, we have THEOREM 3.1. If G is a non-periodic finite p-group, then H'(G, Z) # 0 for all sufficiently large i.
Proof: Let HZ H/p x Z/p be a subgroup of G; from the Kunneth formula it is not hard to see that the sequence of integers {dim, H 2n+ '(H, Z)} for n = 1, 2, . . . is unbounded and non-decreasing, hence 2.3 and the fact that the even dimensional cohomology is always non-zero imply the result. 1
We conclude by remarking that these non-vanishing results are not true for arbitrary finite groups, as large gaps can occur in H*(G, M).
